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MBGC President’s Report
Welcome to our first “Alpine
Flyer” for 2016 as I face the
daunting task of producing our
monthly newsletter for another
12 months.
We have an exciting year
ahead for MBGC with lots of
interesting activities which will
include:


VSA Alpine Coaching Week from 21st to
28th February.



Visiting clubs at Easter plus the usual
onslaught of tourist AEF passengers who
are an important source of revenue for
our Club.



A repeat of our very popular Porepunkah
aerotow camp which commenced in
2015. Date TBA.



A possible Benambra camp. Date TBA



A repeat of the popular “Gathering of the
Moths” aviators’ weekend at Mt Beauty
which commenced in 2015.

 Our Club 40 year anniversary on 15th
November 2016. Suggestions invited for a
suitable celebration.


We are very excited to have been chosen
as the hosts of the Women in Gliding
week at Mt Beauty for the first time in
December.



Resumption of our popular monthly
Saturday night BBQs provided by our
Social Sub-Committee.

All of these activities entail a lot of effort from
volunteers, so members are asked to please
Alpine Flyer
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assist as much as they are able to, rather than
leave it to the few enthusiastic stalwarts to carry
the majority of the work load.
A late reminder for members to attend our AGM
this Sunday 31st January at Ian and Susie Cohn’s
residence at 135 Simmonds Ck Rd Tawonga
South commencing at 9.00am.
Safe flying.

Local Bendigo stalwart Paul Dilks kindly looked
after me for the night and I had a great
flight back the next day chasing the sun ahead of
an approaching front.
As I overflew the Benalla Ozglide comps, at
10,000' they were all tied down with
the day cancelled for predicted storms.
Taking a club two seater is a great way to
introduce newer members to cross country flying.

ANDREW EVANS
PRESIDENT & ALPINE FLYER EDITOR

CFI Report
Come and Get It Trophy
Nearly six years ago Mt
Beauty GC pinched the
NSW CGIT trophy from
Canberra Gliding Club at
Bunyan,
to
the
disgruntlement of the NSW
adventurers.
The Victorians passed the cup around their state
from Mt Beauty to Bendigo, Geelong and
Ararat several times having fun with a cheeky
"keepings off" attitude!
Paul Mander eventually spoiled the fun and
returned the cup to West Wyalong for
the Bathurst club.

Overflying the Benalla Ozglide comps at 10,000'.
Photo: Mark Bland

There
are
a
few
rules
associated
with claiming the CAGIT as published on the VSA
website,
including
its
current
location
so let's keep it moving.

Still keen to encourage a spirit of interclub
interaction and rivalry, the VSA recently
introduced a new mug for themselves and placed
it in a strategic central location at the Bendigo
Gliding Club site at Raywood.

A celebratory beer in the Come and Get It Trophy.
Photo: Ian Cohn
MARK BLAND - CFI

Terry’s maintenance column
Desk Radio at the Launch
Point
Mark Bland obtains the Come and Get It Trophy at
Bendigo Gliding Club.
Photo: Paul Dilks

As a keen CAGIT proclaimer I couldn't resist
getting Mt Beauty's name on it first with a flight to
Raywood on the 10th January 2016 in my
syndicate ASK21mi -GVS.

Alpine Flyer

Observant members will
have noticed a battered red
toolbox on the launch point
table
containing
a
refurbished and highly
effective professional VHF
(Airband) transceiver of
ancient vintage.
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The range will extend well past Albury, so don't
use it frivolously or without an appropriate Radio
Endorsement. As if we would!

It can ONLY be used for VHF transmissions and
is tuned for best performance on exactly 126.00
MHz.

Connecting it up is a bit antiquated but the
following is important. It takes much longer to
read this than do it. Do it in the following order to
avoid damage.

Attempting to use it to transmit on frequencies
other than Airband VHF risks seriously damaging
the transceiver you are trying to use.

1. Turn the radio OFF - anticlockwise turn of the
volume knob; and set the frequency- 126.00
MHz.
2. Open the case and carefully remove the power
lead and the microphone. Close the lid and clip
it shut.
3. Plug in the antenna lead attached to the
launch antenna. Press it fully into the socket
on the rear left, and gently rotate the lock
sleeve to secure it. (Incidentally, that sleeve
must be unlocked when removing the antenna
otherwise the cable may part company with the
plug.)
4. Take the power lead and plug its red and black
banana plugs into the red and black banana
sockets above the antenna socket. Incorrect
termination will blow an internal fuse.

Note that the winches have similar antennae,
albeit much smaller because they are tuned to
Channel 14 UHF. Any attempt to use them with a
VHF transceiver will damage the VHF transceiver.
Microphones
Microphones come in many guises. A common
aviation unit is the noise reduction (NR) type.
These cannot tell the difference between engine
noise and speech, so they ignore both.
This magic is done by allowing sound waves to
enter and affect the front and back of the
microphone capsule simultaneously.
The two sides cancel each other out. Engine and
speech noise gone.

5. Connect the other end of the power lead plug
to a fully charged battery (with intact fuse) that
uses the Club's standard plug and socket set.
Check very carefully that the red wire from the
transceiver mates with the red (positive) wire
from the battery.
6. Last but not least, plug the microphone in by
gently pushing it into its socket.
7. Finally, turn the volume control clockwise to
switch the unit on and adjust volume and
squelch as normal. The squelch should be only
just muted to allow weak signals to open it.
Packing up: Start by turning the radio OFF, then
reverse the above. Coil the flat power cable on
edge so that it makes a neat oval that will fit into
the space on top of the radio without force.
The microphone fits with its cord, into the space
between the case and the right side of the radio.
There is a spare fuse to fit the internal fuse holder
inside a white plastic film container stored inside
the box. Put it all back in the van when finished.
Is it waterproof? Generally not, so cover it and the
microphone with something to keep it nice and dry
if the weather is foul.
Launch Antenna
I have constructed a high performance coaxial
dipole for the launch shelter. It's the thing that
looks like pink electrical conduit waving in the air.
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To effectively use any NR microphone the user
must place the lips very close to the microphone
grille.
I prefer physically wedging my thumb between
my face and the closest microphone edge and
speaking strongly across the microphone.
In this way the microphone is "hearing" your
voice on one side of the microphone capsule but
hardly at all on the other side (via the secondary
grille found at the top of the microphone
canister). Background noise is still cancelled out.
Our Desk transceiver in the toolbox uses a
transistorised version of the old Bakelite carbon
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microphone, and requires this technique.
Otherwise you will be talking to yourself.
TERRY KNIGHT
T/O OPERATIONS, AIRWORTHINESS, RADIO

Congratulations Reuben
Congratulations to Reuben Lane who has just
won the Australian Junior Gliding Championships
at West Wyalong. Reuben started his gliding
training as a junior pilot at MBGC. Reuben flew a
Mosquito glider loaned by Andrew Horton of
Balaklava Gliding Club SA.

Kenton received this prestigious award in
recognition of the volunteer work he has done
with disabled skiers at Falls Creek in the Disabled
Winter Sport Program, his contribution as a
presenter on the Mt Beauty Alpine Community
Radio Station, his DJ role with Blue Light Discos
in Mt Beauty and his contribution to Mt Beauty
Gliding Club.
Kenton joined Mt Beauty Gliding Club at age 14
and soloed at age 15 under our Junior Pilots
Training program.
Congratulations Kenton!

Inverted rainbow
MBGC member George Skarbek captured this
stunning image of an inverted rainbow at Mt
beauty during January.
If you are interested in studying the cause of this
phenomenon go to this link:
http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Circumzenithal_arc.

Reuben Lane with his Australian Junior Gliding
Championship trophy with Andrew Horton from
Balaklava Gliding Club SA and his proud Mum Kim.
Photo: Steven Lane

Kenton’s Australia Day Honours
Award
MBGC member Kenton Ford, was honoured at
the Alpine Shire Australia Day Awards ceremony
with being awarded the Alpine Shire “Local Young
Achiever of the Year for the Kiewa Valley” award.

Inverted rainbow with Hornet-GMK and ASW19-EAT at
Mt Beauty.
Photo: George Skarbek

Safety Matters
Glider launch ground crew role
This note is to guide new members and refresh old
members’ knowledge.
Whilst the pilot is doing their checks do not talk to
them but inspect the parachute, strop and weak
link to ensure that they are serviceable and the
correct weak link is fitted for the glider. The pilot
should know the link for the glider that he is flying
as well as the maximum speed on the launch.
When the winch driver advises they are ready to
launch the pilot will ask for the "cable on now” so
put the Tost ring in the belly release and say
"Close".
Kenton Ford.
Photo: Karen Ford
Alpine Flyer

Carry out a release check on the first launch of the
day for the glider.
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If there is too much slack push the glider back until
tight.
When the pilot gives thumbs up for the launch look
at the airbrakes and canopy to make sure that they
are locked, then check that the tail dolly has been
removed.

Cyclone hits our hangar
A brief but powerful storm of 120km/hr winds hit
Mt Beauty on 28th January at about 7.00pm
causing damage to our hangar doors and the
rudder of our ASK21-GVA which was struck by
the wing of ASW19-EAT in the hangar.

Next look around the circuit for any inbound
aircraft, do not rely on a radio call, and don't forget
hang gliders that may creep in behind you on final
approach.
Also check no RC models are in the air prior to
launch.
When satisfied it is safe to launch the glider, give
details to the winch driver (normally channel 14
UHF) as follows:
“K21 on the wire, no circuit traffic, all out, all out”.
In this message instruct the winch driver to take up
slack if unable to push the glider back far enough
to absorb slack.
The winch driver repeats this and commences the
launch.
Watch all of the launch so that any problems are
immediately observed.
MIKE POBJOY
LEVEL 2 INSTRUCTOR

Mark Lucey and Mark Bland carry out repairs on our
hangar doors after a fierce wind storm on 28th January.
Photo: Ian Cohn

Instructors Panel meeting
The Instructors Panel met on 17th January 2016.

Recency Requirements reminder
The table below specifies the time MBGC
members may go without flying before a check
flight with a MBGC instructor is required prior to
flying solo again.
Total hours
in command

Recency
Requirements

Less than 20 hours

3 weeks

More than 20, less than
50 hours

6 weeks

More than 50, less than
100 hours

8 weeks

More than 100, less
than 500 hours

12 weeks

More than 500 hours

6 months

Issues discussed included:

MBGC INSTRUCTOR’S PANEL

GFA cards and log book
Members are reminded to always bring their GFA
membership card, GPC card and log book to the
airfield if they intend to fly so the Duty Instructor
can confirm your currency.

Alpine Flyer

Instructors Panel. From left: Andrew Evans, Steve
Bradbury, Mark Bland (CFI), Mike Pobjoy, Ian Cohn,
Peter Demeo, Mike Parkinson.
Photo: Andrew Evans










Annual Check form and checks
Working with children authorisation.
Currency board.
Parachute training.
GFA membership currency.
Independent Operator Levels.
Member flying progress discussion.
Instructor roster and shortage of
instructors in January and February 2016.
 Duty Pilot Hi-Vis vest.
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Australia day weekend BBQ
Our Social Committee provided a very enjoyable
BBQ 2 course dinner at the airfield on the
Saturday of the Australia Day very long weekend.

made in Asia, even if it has a CE sticker, it is likely
that it has never seen the inside of a test lab.
There are notable exceptions in both cases of
course and I expect to be deluged with
protestations
of
innocence
from
worthy
manufacturers.
In the domestic market, interference has become
so severe it has all but destroyed the ability of
many country residents to listen to AM radio.
Unchecked emissions from LED lights, compact
fluoro lamps, variable speed motors and their
switch gear, and nearly all switch mode power
supplies (battery power packs and plug packs
especially) are widespread.
In our aviation world they can swamp weak
signals, distort transmitted signals, give false
readings on digital navigation devices and so on.

Dave Ross, Ollie Barthelmes and Mark Lucey swap
gliding stories over a beer and snags at the Australia
day weekend BBQ on 23rd January.
Photo: Detlev Rueff

Interference of the Electromagnetic
type
With safety and regulations in mind, today's pilots
make use of high quality radio communications as
well as a plethora of sophisticated electronic
gadgets.
Many of these gadgets including transceivers emit
spurious unlicensed transmissions that often
interfere with authorised communications. In
years gone by, there were far fewer electronic
(especially digital) devices.
The Commonwealth Government Regulations
targeting unlicensed emissions (electromagnetic
interference - EMI) from devices that interfered
with authorised communications were strict and
ably enforced by the District Radio Inspector
(DRI). The penalties for non-compliance were
draconian and enforced.
Persistent generation of EMI interference could
result in loss of equipment, severe penalties and
goal terms.
These days, Government support has evaporated
and you are on your own. At best, the equipment
seller must repair or refund the purchase price of
the faulty gear, given that it does not comply with
the law and is not fit for purpose.
Industry is allowed to self-regulate and do its own
compliance tests on the equipment it sells. These
tests are often omitted. The bean counters win.
Generally speaking, if an electronic device is
made in Australia or Europe and has a CE sticker,
it is likely to be well designed and made. If it is
Alpine Flyer

Losing in-flight radio reception is a serious matter,
and it is likely that the pilot will be unaware that
his receiver has been desensitized to weak
signals.
A cacophony of buzz and hash is often the only
signal heard. Most EMI - causing culprits contain
a voltage generator called a switch mode power
supply.
These are often included in widely available and
cheap accessory battery power packs that were
never intended to be used in close proximity to
avionic devices, and splatter interference across a
wide spectrum of frequencies.
Engine ignition and generator systems are other
known culprits. Methods to electronically suppress
EMI are well known, but avoidance is the best first
step.
Before meaningful remedies for EMI suppression
and its avoidance can be recommended, the
extent and nature of the problem needs to be
identified. This article is intended to start that
process.
What can YOU do?
I am happy to do some work on this, but need the
help of our pilots, and in fact any users of this
equipment anywhere so that I can collate some of
the known data.
I would like you to tell me the type, brand and
model of equipment that seems to be interfering;
the equipment it interferes with, and in what
manner; and what cure if any has been found to
be effective.
Importantly, information about equipment that is
interference free will be valuable.
Contact via the MBGC website / email will be
best, using Terry EMI in the subject line.
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Your help will be appreciated and hopefully,
invaluable.
TERRY KNIGHT
T/O OPERATIONS, AIRWORTHINESS, RADIO

Atila’s Tasmanian wilderness trek
This story, provided by our intrepid mountain man
and adventurer Atila Kerestes is not a tale about
gliding, but is a gripping account of Atila’s
gruelling solo traverse of the Western Arthur
Track in Tasmania. So grab a coffee and a Tim
Tam and settle back to read this exciting journal.
This is what I was in Tassie for. A 9 day hike
across one of Australia's hardest walks. I had
heard so much about it and needed to experience
it for myself. I am fully packed. 30kg back pack
with all survival gear including 10 days of food,
Personal Locator Beacon, ropes, maps and track
notes.
Day 1
The start of the walk was 12km along muddy
grass flats. Big bog hole after big bog hole. I
skipped and jumped across trying to keep my feet
dry. I did okay. It was fun. A short and easy 3 hour
walk to the first camp site.
Two couples arrived at the site. Coincidently, I
knew one young lady who was a former player
from a soccer team I coached in 2008. We had a
brief catch up and relived some great memories.

According to the track notes, this was the easiest
day!!!
The heat was draining but the steepness of this
mountain was incredible. The only real
consolation was the view when I turned around to
have a rest.

I underestimated the physical exertion
needed to do this track
It took 7 hrs 15 mins to travel 7.3 km to camp.
There was a group of four already set up. They
were having a rest day and had decided to turn
back.
I was cramping and totally exhausted. I decided to
eat more than my daily ration. I questioned if I
was going to make it? Will I have enough food to
replenish the energy I am using? I underestimated
the physical exertion needed to do this track.
There was always an escape route to make it 5
days instead. The other 2 couples were going to
take that option. Doubt set in and I considered it a
possibility for me too.
The two couples came in 2-3 hours after me. One
couple decide that this was as far as they were
prepared to go, after all, this was meant to be the
easy day!
Day 3
A good night sleep and I felt okay. Off I went. The
scenery was stunning. The track was far more
difficult from a technical perspective. I was often
on my hands and knees and scrambling over
rocks.
The track was steep up and down. I travelled the
4.2 km in 6 hours and arrived in reasonably good
condition. There was a group of five men who
were already set up and having a rest day. They
had done this trip before and were aiming to do
the shorter 5-6 day circuit.
The sun is now setting, birds are singing and
there is the annoying sound of one or two march
flies buzzing past. I am in a deep crater. Volcano
like with a copper orange lake. I sat around
absorbing the beauty. As the hours ticked on, my
first thoughts were about completing this mission.

Atila Kerestes at Lake Venus
Photo: Atila Kerestes

Day 2
I set out on my own early in the morning. It was a
hard slog. I couldn't find a rhythm. I was
continuously out of breath and needed to rest for
10 seconds before moving on. It was steep. I was
exhausted.
I found myself needing to have 5 minute rests
often. This was much harder than I had expected.
Alpine Flyer

This trek is ridiculously hard!
Thoughts of fear about the journey ahead. The
next 2 days were going to be extremely hard and
dangerous. The track notes really stuff with your
head.
Apparently today was “reasonably easy walking”
and tomorrow is “the roughest and most exciting
part of the range, being dangerous, poised above
high cliffs and many climbs up and down steep
gullies. Ropes will be needed.”
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My friend and her partner decided that this was as
far as they would go and made the decision to
turn back in the morning. I don’t blame them. This
trek is ridiculously hard! I am stunned. My head is
spinning. I started to think about my kids. I miss
them so much. Heaps of inspiration to do this trip
safe. Looking forward to calling them when I get
back into reception.

damp underfoot. Had to take my pack off often to
squeeze through the vegetation. The mist was still
around making it feel like another planet.

Day 4

Got to a summit and decided to have lunch as the
clouds were starting to dissipate. First the valley
below came into view. Then Lake Pedder in the
distance. As I finished my lunch, the clouds on the
south side had cleared and revealed another jet
black lake (Ariel).

What a magical morning. The clouds rolled in just
as I got out of my tent to go to the toilet. Packed
up and started the haul.

Just as quick as they appeared, they were
engulfed by cloud again, pouring into the crater
like a tidal wave in slow motion.

Pretty early on I found myself having to take my
pack off to get up and over 2-5m ledges. It took
some muscle. I could hear the group of 5 men in
front of me in the distance. They had set off
earlier. I caught them at the right time for them to
help me haul my pack through a 1m diameter and
3m long vertical opening in the rocks. I was ever
so grateful but they headed off immediately. I had
a quick rest and caught them in no time. They
were slow as they tried to get 5 people across
each obstacle. They prompted me to go ahead
and I left them behind.

The cloud set in so I moved on. I was half way to
camp. The track descended steeply. Very
treacherous. The pack had to come off many
times and I had to work out a way of getting it
down 2-4m ledges.
It was damp and slippery. The foliage was thick
and hard to penetrate without getting my pack
caught on some branches. The gloves came out
and made easier work of things as I swung from
tree root to stump to rock and so on.
Just as I cleared the descent the clouds burnt off
and the soaring sun pelted down. It was now
1:30pm and a steep climb to go. First it was open
in the saddle but then back into the thick scrub
and climbing boulders.
The sun was draining all my energy. The climb
went on and on. It was steep and relentless.
When I say steep, I mean using all fours to get up
each step and in numerous times, having to take
my pack off and lift it up first.
I ran out of my daily ration of 3.6 l of water but had
600ml of pure Mt Beauty water still in my pack for
emergency use only.
On I went. Surely it was just over the next hump?
Well that went on for another 90 mins until I made
it to the camp site, a total of 7 hrs 30 mins to
travel 4.3km.

I thought about my old “Green Beret”
days and the mental and physical
strength I had back then
Water today is from a little stream, no wider than
a foot and barely flowing.
This is the track on day 4!
Photo: Atila Kerestes

The track
Sometimes
to do was
Sometimes
my way.

was difficult to find in places.
it just ended at a boulder. Best thing
climb up and see. Sometimes yes.
no. But one way or the other I found

The track went into the south side. Thick scrub
and beautiful rain forest. Vibrant green moss and

Alpine Flyer

The water up here is suss. It's all orange. But
tastes fine and no bugs so far! But this place is
dubious. I hope my gut holds out.
Today my thoughts were strong and positive.
“Keep my eye on the prize” and “It is what it is!”
I thought about my old “Green Beret” days and
the mental and physical strength I had back then.
I knew it was still in me. I was kicking ass!!!
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I started to plan out the rest of my journey.
Tomorrow is the hardest day but I hope to be able
to do a little more and get to another camp site
further down the track in an attempt to knock it off
in 8 days instead of 9. I am planning to do the full
traverse, at least 3 more nights maybe 4.

walk today. The weather started getting rough the
tiny ship was tossed, if it wasn't for the courage of
the fearless crew, the Minnow would be lost. I was
in my element. Strong winds. Love them. My spirit
was so high. No more pain. No more nagging
annoyances. Everything was fun.

Day 5

I am at the camp site in 4 hours and having a
break by the lake before heading off to the next
camp site, a day ahead of schedule. I feel
exhilarated. It is so surreal. Birds chirping and
echoing around this crater type lake.

I'm sitting on a ledge of Mt Taurus. I am totally
exhausted. This is as far as I have pushed myself
in years. It's been a tough slog all day. Climbing
on all fours up and down cliffs and ledges, walking
on a one foot wide path with a drop off to death on
one side and hugging a rock face on the other.
I had to rappel down a 10m cliff and lower my
pack down with a rope several times. It was a day
of everything annoying me. My poles getting
caught in the shrubs, my gaiters getting caught on
root ends, my knees banging together and
bruised as hell. Bloody blow fly buzzing around
my head. The up and down and up and down ten
more times after you think it's over then another
repeat on the next section!

It's amazing. Stuff only you can imagine in fairy
tales. I am so happy I found the strength to
continue. The next 2 days are going to be a
breeze. All my doubts, worries and fears are
behind me.
The track got hard again. Still steep but now really
overgrown. No real track. A huge battle to break
through. I pushed on undeterred. Nothing was
bothering me. I had my physical and mental
strength back. I was enjoying it.

I have drunk all my water again before making it. I
had to have a mouthful of the Mt Beauty water
saved for emergency. The Lake is in sight but
about a 500ft descent to go. I made it to camp.
Totally exhausted again. 3.8km in 6.5hrs. Each
step was a huge effort.
I went for a swim and drank a couple of litres of
water before having a tin of oysters and my
recovery bar. I set up tent and noticed my back
pack was broken. The frame had popped out of
the seam. Obviously happened the last time I
dropped the pack from a 2m height to get down a
cliff. Damn! Should have made the effort to lower
it with rope.
Oh well, it is what it is. I am sure I can fix it. I
needed time in the shade. It was hot. Above 30. I
spent my time contemplating the next few days.
It's a hard decision, take the easy way out and go
back to my car tomorrow or soldier on for 3-4
more days? I have decided to soldier on. It will be
a long trek out. Over 30kms on the last day
across muddy grass plains. Oh well, I have my
eye on the prize :)
Just fixed my pack. Good old zip tie has done the
trick. I hope!
Day 6
Woke up to light rain falling on my tent. My body
ached all over. I didn't want to get up but I had to
go to the toilet. It was a struggle to walk. Every
muscle ached.
I got back in my sleeping bag and contemplated
having a rest day. An hour later I got up, packed
up and headed off. It was only a 3.8km / 4 hour
Alpine Flyer

Lake Oberon
Photo: Atila Kerestes

Made it to Lake Rosanne. Drops of rain were
falling and a shower coming this way could be
seen. I decided to quickly put up my tent. Just as I
was putting the last couple of pegs in, it started
pouring down. Got in without getting everything
too wet!
It's been pouring down for an hour. The wind is
ferocious. My tent is holding up.... Just!!! Only a
few drops have made it in so far.
The storm set in. The night was relentless. Lots of
rain and strong wind sounding like ocean waves
crashing near the shore.
Day 7
Got up and packed up at 7am. Left at 8am.
Wondering if I can do another 2 days hiking in 1?
The going was tough. It was raining and the track
was now a waterfall.
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Got down the ridge to the intended camp site at
1pm. 30km to go! Decided to keep going. Tripped
threw the button grass plains. Shin deep in mud.
Thick scrub. Started to feel weary. Made it to a
river junction and decided to have a rest. So
peaceful. Enjoying the solitude. Might camp here
the night?
Recovered my energy. So I moved on. Feeling
energetic and eye on the prize. I pumped through
the kms.
Pushed through the pain barrier. Couldn’t stop.
Just kept going 3.5km/h. Hard slog through knee
deep mud at random times. Just didn't know when
it was going to happen. Sometimes ankle deep,
sometimes shin deep, them bang!!! Dropped all
the way to my knee. Had to be careful not to
cause injury.

I wanted desperately to make it back
to the car tonight to grab a beer
A lot was going through my mind as the trip was
coming to an end. My body was aching but I was
mentally strong. I wanted desperately to make it
back to the car tonight to grab a beer.

Day One was received with a cool 21 deg, high
cirrus cloud, very little wind, but a pleasant
beginning for visiting vintage gliders and pilots.
Sunday was promising with more gliders taking
to the air and experiencing comfortable flights,
according to reports.
The weather produced over the six days was as
varied as I have ever experienced. With my
short time in the gliding connection, never have I
observed such weather changes within just
hours.
The weather conditions had wind gusts, dust
storms, blue sky, rain, all encountered in an
eight hour period.
Glider owners with fragile aircraft, and no hanger
space, had de-rigging teams to help place
gliders in their boxes and towed out of harm's
way.
Day 4. After our morning briefing, promises of
blue skies and lift of 5 to 8 knots were assured.

The K7, being the great grandmother
of the ASK 21, allowed me to sample
the vintage versus the modern gliding
machine experience.
After calling Mt Beauty CFI Mark Bland, he
strongly suggested taking the opportunity to fly
the K7.
The K7, being the great grandmother of the
ASK 21, allowed me to sample the vintage
versus the modern gliding machine experience.
I took the opportunity to fly the beautifully
presented K7-GNU, owned by John Ingram.

Made it!
Photo: Atila Kerestes

Memory flashes of the journey as I stared in awe
at the range I had just crossed. Weird feeling
coming to the end of an experience like this. I felt
joy and elation but sad at the same time.
Got back to the car at 8:15pm and had that wellearned beer followed by several more!!
ATILA KERESTES

Detlev’s trip to Bordertown Vintage
Rally
My trip started when leaving Mountain Soaring
Heaven, Mt Beauty at 11.00, Friday morning.
After traveling the back roads for Bordertown, I
arrived there with a beautiful sunset greeting me
at the airfield, just outside of town.

Alpine Flyer

Detlev Rueff (front seat) with John Ingram in K7-GNU
at Bordertown Vintage Rally

John graciously allowed me to take control of the
aircraft taking us to over 6000’. We were
dancing around blue thermals for almost two
hours.
I must admit the K7 did provide recollections of
40 odd years ago, when I soloed in a Blanik. I
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asked John if we could do some spins, no
answer, so I left that suggestion alone.
Great experience John, Thank you.
I asked the question why action starts so late in
Bordertown.
It was obvious the older generation pilots were
night owls,
Operations started at 14.30, just in time for the
onset of a pre-booked thermal.
I did note the relaxed atmosphere within the pilot
group.

The course is intended for two levels of pilots:


Those who are new to mountain flying
and;
 Pilots with alpine experience who are
seeking longer tasks in the area.


Alpine flying is much more challenging
than “flat land” soaring and offers strong
conditions amidst great scenery.



For those flying for the first time at Mt
Beauty the focus will be on learning
alpine soaring techniques and navigating
amongst the numerous hills and ridges.

I'm guessing that's the essential criteria when
attending Bordertown Vintage Week.
The Bordertown bakery was frequented
everyday by visitors to discuss flight tactics and
bragging rights.
In conclusion, the stories and knowledge
acquired by just listening to these senior visiting
pilots was worth the trip.
DETLEV RUEFF

Future winch driver

Alpine Coaching Course 2015 participants and assorted
hangers on.
Photo: Ian Cohn

Alpine areas can be dangerous and unforgiving.
Safe and accurate flying techniques are of
paramount importance.
Initial flights will be with a coach until you
demonstrate your ability to handle the local
conditions.
There will be opportunities for longer flights in 2seaters with coaches to Mt Buller and Mt
Kosziusko.
For pilots with experience of alpine flying we will
offer “lead and follow” opportunities on flights
along the alpine chain between Mt Buller and
Mt Kosziusko and beyond, weather permitting.
Details on the VSA website:

Future winch driver Eden Bland is keen to start winch
training so she can knock our champion winch driver
Detlev Rueff off his winning perch.
Photo: Mark Bland

VSA Alpine coaching and regatta week
Mt Beauty
This alpine coaching event commenced in
January 2012 at Mt Beauty airfield in Victoria.
With good soaring conditions and cross country
opportunities this is now an annual VSA event.
Due to a busy coaching and competition season
in Victoria we have had to schedule for 21st to 28th
February 2016, which still provides good soaring
conditions and will be well clear of the controlled
burn-offs which start in late March and April.

Alpine Flyer

http://www.gliding.asn.au/
For further queries contact Ian Grant:
Tel: (03) 9877 1463
Mob: 0418 271 767
IAN GRANT - PRESIDENT VSA

Parachute training
Experienced parachutist and former President of
the Australian Parachute Federation, Tony
Edwards was invited to provide parachute training
for our members on 24th January.
Thank you Tony for imparting your extensive
knowledge on this important subject.
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WW2, no guns, no escort...and he gladly did it. An
amazing story.
http://www.youtube.com/embed/ie3SrjLlcUY
A really cool weather site
https://www.windyty.com/
How a crop duster is started in Brazil if the battery
is dead:
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=40117608
3333530&set=vb.291480754303064&type=2&thea
ter
Mark Bland (left foreground) with Tony Edwards and
parachuting course participants.
Photo: Detlev Rueff

Mark takes Sarah from Colorado for a
flight

First Australian Pilatus PC-21 pilots commence
training in Switzerland - including MBGC member
Steve Bekker
https://www.facebook.com/RoyalAustralianAirForc
e/photos/a.171177837638.124610.88014372638/1
0153598383112639/?type=3&theater

Winch Driver Tally
Final winch launch tallies for the calendar year
from 1st January to 31st December 2015are
shown below:
Detlev Rueff

374

Mark Bland

261

Atila Kerestes

98

Andrew Evans

72

Duncan Robertson

61

Bernie O’Donnell

50

Richard Grohmann

47

Carrick Gill-Vallance

46

Mike Pobjoy

40

14 to 21 Feb 2016 - Australian Two Seat
National Gliding Competition.

Peter Demeo

29

Graham Levitt

27

21st to 28th Feb 2016 - VSA Alpine Course,
Mt Beauty.

Ian Cohn

25

Ollie Barthelmes

25

Mark Lucey

25

Scott Anderson

18

David Ross

17

Richard Todd

10

Sarah from Colorado USA, swapped her paraglider for
a sailplane flight in ASK21-GVA with Mark Bland.
Photo: Jan Voegeli

Upcoming Events
th

st

th

25 March to 3
Vintage Rally
rd

rd

April 2016 - Hunter Valley

th

3 to 11 Dec 2016 - Women in gliding week at
Mt Beauty.

Mike Parkinson

8

Interesting Internet Links

Mart Bosman

7

American Spitfire Pilot

Reuben Lane

6

Imagine an 18 year old reconnaissance pilot, alone
behind enemy lines in a Spitfire over Berlin in

Terry Knight

6

Alpine Flyer
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Scott Lennon

5

Kenton Ford

4

Steve Bradbury

4

Phil Henderson

3

Adam Bland

2

Craig Collings

1

Brooke Anderson

1

Bernie Hochwimmer

1

Duty Instructor Roster

If you are not currently qualified to operate the
winch, why not consider obtaining training and
help share the workload?
There are three annual prizes for the most active
winch drivers awarded at the AGM (just ask
Detlev).
So you can see that our 3 prizewiienrs for 2015
were:


First: Detlev Rueff - prize 10 free winch
launches.



Second: Mark Bland - prize 6 free winch
launches.



Third: Atila Kerestes - prize 3 free winch
launches.

Congratulations to our winners!

Instructor & Duty Pilot Roster
Don’t forget to contact the Duty Instructor to book
your training or check flight requirements prior to
the weekend to assist with planning of instructing
resources.

Duty Pilot Roster

Don’t just turn up on the day expecting to receive
instruction without prior notification.
If you are unable to be Duty Instructor or Duty
Pilot on your rostered day, it is up to you to
arrange a replacement and let Peter Demeo know
who you have swapped with.
Contact Peter at p.demeo@bigpond.com.au or
0428 264 110.
Duty Instructor contact details
Mark Bland

0417 565 514

Ian Cohn

0408 379 939

Mike Pobjoy

02 6059 1417

Bernie O’Donnell

0431 529 633

Andrew Evans

0409 277 328

Peter Demeo

0429 264 110

Alpine Flyer
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PETER DEMEO

And now a word from our sponsors
MT BEAUTY

Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank

The Editors Final Word
The deadline for editorial contributions and photos
for the next newsletter is 22nd February 2016.
Readers are also invited to offer any suggestions
for improvements to the format of the newsletter.
It's your newsletter so keep those ideas coming
in.
Please submit your contributions and comments
to the Editor at skyfox49@gmail.com.
Thank you to all the contributors to this edition.

Don’t forget to nominate MBGC as the recipient of
their donation when you purchase items from their
store.

Alpine Flyer

ANDREW EVANS - PRESIDENT / SECRETARY / EDITOR
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